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Abstract
The paper presents ways to harness the potential of a commercial district by
developing transport policy and planning interventions which would improve the
urban quality of the area and its surroundings. Parking is a key driver towards this
objective. Introducing parking-pricing as a countermeasure to discourage private
vehicle usage and induce mode shift to public transport is presented taking Nehru
Place, an important commercial district in New Delhi, as a case study. Nehru Place,
spread across 380,000 square metres, is well connected to the rest of the city. It
attracts approximately 130,000 visitors daily, accessing the area through the two
connecting arterial roads, twenty four city bus routes and two metro stations.
Within Nehru Place, the mobility provisions are skewed towards users of private
transport, primarily cars and two-wheelers. Low-cost parking is available closer to
buildings, while public transport stops are located at the periphery. In addition,
certain non-motorised modes are restricted to enter the area. As a result, the usage of
cars and two-wheelers to Nehru Place wheelers has been increasing over the years.
The parking demand currently exceeds the planned capacity, resulting in parking
spill over to roads, encroaching pedestrian spaces. The area also has a few upcoming
establishments which are likely to worsen the situation further. Therefore strong
counter measures are necessary to improve the urban quality (efficiency in space-use
and accessibility) of the area and to discourage car and two-wheeler usage.
Data collection methods to capture the mobility patterns to the area are non-existent.
The survey methodology and the sampling methods needed to estimate the parking
demand patterns, user characteristics and their willingness to shift to public transport
based on various countermeasures are presented. A disaggregate analysis of the
current parking demand has been carried out to identify various trip-purposes such as
office, retail etc. and their corresponding parking durations. A pricing strategy is
devised to reflect the true value of land currently being used for parking and reduces
the demand to 85% of the existing supply.
Three levels of countermeasures have been identified to reduce the parking demand,
thereby creating space for other activities: The overall parking space to be provided
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in the area is estimated based on a desirable mode share of 80% trips made by public
transport and non-motorised transport, the resultant parking demand is
accommodated in a few multi-level car parks which are priced appropriately. In such
a scenario, the parking demand, even including the upcoming establishments, is
likely to come down by 50% and these trips shift to public transport. Also, an
additional space of 18,000 sq. m. is reclaimed from parking, which can be used to
create vibrant people friendly spaces within the commercial district.

1. Introduction
India has an urban population of 377 million, which includes 53 metropolitan cities
which have a population of more than a million inhabitants. This is estimated to
increase to 600 million by 2030 and will include up to 110 cities with a population of
more than a million (Census, 2011, HPEC, 2011). Urban transport will play an
important role in the form and functioning of these cities. It is therefore important
that these cities encourage low-carbon mobility patterns to ensure their sustainable
development. Traditionally, urban transport in India is characterised by high mode
shares of non-motorised transport (NMT) and public transport (PT) trips that have a
low carbon footprint (Wilbursmith, 2008). However, due to increasing per-capita
incomes and a subsequent increase in vehicle ownership rates, there is an increasing
propensity for NMT and PT users in Indian cities to shift to Cars and Two-wheelers.
This is further accentuated by the infrastructure provision and pricing choices made
by cities for various modes. Cities have been investing increasingly in creating more
road space for cars and two-wheelers but do not have adequate usage charges for
these modes and provide free or nominally charged parking spaces. At the same time,
the infrastructure and operational support needed for non-motorised and public
transport users has been totally lacking. Such practices have significant climate
change and air-quality implications since private motorised modes have the highest
per-capita emissions.
The city of Delhi is no different and it follows a similar pattern of development as
the other cities. It has the highest per-capita income in the country and 60% of its
households own at least a Car or a Two-wheeler. 25 % of its area is allocated to
roads, which is the highest in the country (GNCTD, 2013). The pricing mechanisms
followed in the city are also skewed since parking for private modes is provided at a
nominal price while public transport users are charged much higher (CSE, 2012).
With increasing access to private vehicles and such enabling road infrastructure, the
city has witnessed an incremental shift towards cars and two-wheelers. Table 1 gives
the comparision of mode shares in the city between 2001 and 2007 (RITES, 2011). It
is observed that the combined mode share of Cars and Two-wheelers has increased
by 4% while the public transport mode share in the city i.e. bus, metro and rail has
reduced from 40% to 29% in just six years. This is a worrying trend and has already
resulted in severe deterioration in the ambient air quality in the city (WHO, 2014).
The master plan of Delhi acknowledges the need to shift towards and has set called
for reversing this trend in such a way that 80% of the motorised trips in the city are
made by public transport i.e. metro, bus and auto rickshaw (DDA, 2014).

Table 1 Mode shares in Delhi
Mode Share
2001 2007
Car
7
9
Two Wheeler
12
14
Three-Wheeler
2
2
Bus
40
27
Metro
2
Rail
1
0
Cycle rickshaw
2
6
Cycle
4
4
Walk
33
34
Total
100
100
(Source: (RITES, 2011))
Work, social and recreational trips together comprise of 90% of the Car and Twowheeler trips are made for purposes (RITES, 2011). The current paper looks at the
planning and pricing practices needed in the commercial areas of the city, where
most of these trips are destined to help discourage their usage. The parking space
allocation for various modes and their pricing mechanisms are reviewed using a case
study and ways to use parking as a counter measure to address these issues are
presented.
Government policies implemented in India in the last few years have done little to
reduce the existing parking chaos seen in the larger cities. Classic examples would be
low taxes levied on private vehicles as compared to buses and easy financing
schemes available for the purchase of cars. In Delhi, a bus is charged about 43 times
more road taxes than cars (CSE, 2009). While efforts may be undertaken to evaluate
solutions, increasing or creating supply of parking space will never help. The apt
solution would be to reduce parking demand and simultaneously shift users to more
high occupancy and eco-friendly modes of transportation. It is vital to restrict use of
cars and two wheelers. This would be possible when either users have no/minimum
parking spaces in various city/commercial centres or the parking fee is very high.
Taking examples from across the world, it was found that reduction in supply with
increase in pricing reduces demand for travel by private modes. Parking pricing can
be used as a strategy to reduce vehicle traffic and parking problems in a particular
location. In Singapore, pricing is such that it covers the full social cost of automobile
use i.e., the cost of owning (and using) a car is many times that of its manufactured
price. In Tokyo, although there is high car ownership, the parking provision is less
than 0.5 ECS per 100 sq meters in the commercial areas. It was found that 0.28 to
1.19 per hour reduced VMT – 11.5% and emission -9.9% (Madhu, 2011). Similarly
in Paris, since 2003 the on-street parking supply has been reduced by more than 9%
and almost 95% is paid parking, resulting in 13% reduction in parking demand.
(Simicevic et al., 2010) The main objective is to set prices to achieve 85% occupancy

target so that every time a user finds a parking slot and there is no time delay or
emission in cruising for parking space. This is called performance-based or
responsive pricing (Pierce and Shoup, 2013). Many cities are aiming to reduce car
use by removing or restricting on-street parking in central areas, and charge a high
price for the remaining spaces. Parking pricing can be more effective and beneficial
if it is well integrated with proper user information and stronger enforcement.
Defining maximum parking space in an area, pricing it accordingly and enforcing the
parking maximums are key countermeasures to be put in place to address the
problems faced due to parking in commercial areas. The current paper aims to
translate these principles on parking pricing and demand management to the Indian
context. This involves understanding the existing parking situation in all its
complexity i.e. various modes, user groups and their existing supply systems and
developing context specific solutions. A representative case study has been selected
and implementing the parking plan and pricing has been demonstrated through it.
2. Data collection and analysis
Nehru Place, a commercial district located in the south east of Delhi, is the case
study for the current paper. Spread over 380,000 sq. m., Nehru Place is the second
largest among the 23 commercial districts that exist in the city (DDA, 2014). Figure
1 shows a key map of the Nehru Place area, showing the existing and upcoming
developments in its precinct. The existing development includes offices, commercial
establishments and entertainment zones attracting work, shopping and recreational
trips while the land use for the upcoming developments is undecided yet. The map
also shows the locations of bus stops, metro stations, parking lots, pedestrian
connectivity through sidewalks and Foot over Bridges (FOB). Due to its varying land
use types and multi-modal connectivity, Nehru Place forms a representative case
study of various commercial districts in Delhi.
Nehru Place is well connected with the rest of the city by two arterial roads, two
metro stations, a bus terminal which attracts 24 city bus routes from various parts of
the city, various intermediate public transport (IPT) solutions like shared threewheeled auto rickshaws, battery operated cycle rickshaws and non-motorised modes
like walk, bicycles, manual cycle rickshaws. The area acts as a public transport hub
for neighbourhoods within a two km radius.
However, the Nehru Place precinct is also characterised by the unlimited supply of
parking provided in the area. While there are a few designated parking zones created
in its precinct, vehicles are accommodated on the sidewalks and along the streets
even after the designated parking lots are full. This creates an unsafe and
uncomfortable access environment for public transport (PT) and non-motorised
transport (NMT) users. The price charged for parking is also nominal, which further
results in more and more car and two-wheeler owners inclined to use their personal
modes of transport rather than public transport.

Such a situation is typical of most commercial areas in Delhi and also in other Indian
cities. Hence a solution that can be a best case model and one that can be replicated
in other such areas needs to be developed in this area. The current paper explores the
means to arrive at such a solution and presents an example solution taking Nehru
Place as a case study.

Figure 1 Existing and proposed development map of Nehru Place
2.1. Sample surveys for Baselining
Baseline data on the spatial characteristics of Nehru Place, number of visitors to the
area, their socio-economic characteristics, travel behaviour, parking requirements,
paying capacity etc. is needed to understand the existing scenario based on which a
solution for the future can be proposed. There is no secondary source of information
on these issues. Therefore, sample surveys were carried out in August, 2013 to
estimate these numbers for various modes and are explained in this section.
2.1.1. Number of visitors to the area:
Nehru Place has multiple entry points for vehicles, pedestrians, bus, metro and autorickshaw users, it was difficult to identify a few points to measure the number of
visitors to the area. A Geographic Information Systems (GIS) based spatial
representation of the area was carried out to understand the circulation pattern of
vehicles and people within the Nehru Place precinct. The aggregate number of daily

visitors to the area was estimated through volume counts at all the entry and exit
points. Volume counts have been carried out for 16 hours i.e. between 7.00 AM to
11.00 PM on a typical working day. The area is mostly inactive for the remaining
hours of a day and hence this survey gives a god understanding of the total number
of visitors to the area. A combination of various other surveys was needed to
disaggregate the total number of visitors to the area by various modes.
2.1.2. Number of visitors using public transport
Entry points to the precinct for each mode have been identified and separate 16 hour
volume counts for one typical working day have been carried out at each of them.
This includes pedestrian volume counts for the metro users, boarding-alighting
counts at the bus terminal, its peripheral bus stops and IPT stops. Figure 2 gives the
key map showing the mode-wise survey locations for public transport users.

Figure 2 Survey locations for the Nehru Place precinct
2.1.3. Parking Survey
The number of visitors through cars and two-wheelers were estimated through a two
stage process. Parking accumulation surveys were needed to estimate the number of
vehicles entering the area. The average passenger occupancy for these vehicles was
then used to derive the daily number of car and two wheeler visitors to the precinct.
A 16 hour survey between 7.00 AM to 11.00 PM for parking has been carried out on
a typical working day to understand the existing parking demand for the area. It was
observed that the area had four key zones with designated off-street parking. In
addition based on extra demand during the peak hours the operators allow on-street
parking of vehicles and charge them at the same rates as off-peak parking. Figure 3
shows the various on-street and off-street parking locations within the Nehru Place
precinct where the surveys have been carried out.

Figure 3 Parking locations for surveys
The survey collected information on the number of vehicles accumulating in each
parking zone by counting the vehicles entering and exiting the area at a 10 minute
interval. The survey was conducted manually by positioning enumerators at the entry
and exit points of each of the parking lots. For the on-street parking, a few floating
enumerators were placed, who would move along the roads in the study area and
note down the on-street parking accumulation of cars and two-wheelers. The pricing
mechanism followed for these parking lots has also been captured during the surveys.
The occupancy data is derived through questionnaire surveys for visitors in the
precinct which also captured other information as explained in the section below.
2.1.4. User perception surveys
User perception surveys that capture the socio-economic and travel patterns of
various visitors to the area have also been carried out for the study. A questionnaire
based survey was carried out through manual interview method for a sample size of

2000 users. The questionnaire collected information regarding the existing
demographic, socio-economic and travel characteristics of various types of users. It
also collected information on user’s perception towards parking pricing, their
willingness to pay for better parking and the price at which car and two-wheeler
users will shift to public transport. Users were selected through a random sampling
technique by enumerators who were positioned all across the study area to capture as
many user groups as possible. The data was collected at various times of the day
between 7.00AM to 11.00PM on a typical working day to capture as many user types
as possible. The data from these surveys has been analysed to derive the occupancy
data for cars and two-wheelers, needed to estimate the total daily visitors through
these modes. User’s perception on parking and their willingness to shift data is used
in developing a pricing strategy for the area.
2.2. Findings from the survey
Data from the above mentioned surveys was compiled to understand the socioeconomic and travel patterns of the visitors to the Nehru Place precinct. The total
number of daily users, their mode wise disaggregation and the socio-economic and
travel characteristics of users of each mode is presented in the current section.
Table 2 provides the number of vehicles and passengers visiting Nehru Place on a
typical working day. It is observed that the area attracts more than 130,000 visitors
daily and is a huge commercial destination within the city. Up to 56% of the trips are
made by public transport modes like bus, metro and three-wheeled auto rickshaws
while up to 44% of the trips are made by cars and two-wheelers. Walk and cycle
contribute a minority of the total trips made to the area.
The low mode shares for walk and cycle, the modes with the shortest trip length,
show that Nehru Place is not just a neighbourhood commercial district but one which
has significance for the entire city. The trip length numbers also show that the travel
patterns of private modes i.e. cars and two-wheelers and public transport modes like
bus and metro are similar and based on the policy, planning and pricing mechanisms
adopted, there is a significant potential for users to shift between these modes.

Mode

Table 2 Daily visitors to Nehru Place by mode
Average trip length
Vehicles Passengers Proportion of trips (Desaulniers and

Hickman)
Car
2-wheeler
Bus
Metro
3-wheelers
Cycle
Pedestrians
Total

16,353
16,298
5,043
1,739
69
39,722

37,612
19,558
38,973
31,224
2,956
69
357
1,30,749

28.8%
15.0%
29.8%
23.9%
2.3%
0.1%
0.3%
100%

15.5
9.1
10.5
12.7
4.6
1.9
1.3

Figure 4 gives the trip purpose wise disaggregation of the trips attracted to Nehru
Place. The disaggregation has been made for both user and area characteristics i.e.
occupation of the visitor and land use type for which the trip was made. It is
observed that employees of the offices and retail outlets present in the area form the
majority of trips attracted to the area, contributing to a total of 32% of the total
visitors. These users stay in the area for the entire duration of the day while other trip
purposes like visitors to offices, retail outlets, shopping and leisure are more shortterm trips. Between cars and two-wheelers, the two modes contributing to the paring
demand, majority of two-wheeler demand is generated by employees who use the
space for long durations while majority of car trips are generated for the short-term
trips like visitors to the offices and shopping trips.

Figure 4 Trip purpose disaggregation of various modes visitors to Nehru Place
2.2.1. Parking accumulation

Parking accumulation data collected at 10 minute intervals is aggregated to estimate
the hourly parking demand in the Nehru Place precinct. The average space occupied
per car is 8sq.m. while that of a two wheeler is 2 sq.m. Therefore each 2-wheeler is
considered to be occupying 0.25 equivalent car spaces (ECS). This data is

overlapped with the findings from user surveys to disaggregate the hourly demand
based on trip purpose. Table 3 gives the hourly variation of parking demand
disaggregated by the duration of parking. The peak hour for parking demand is 4.00
PM and 5.00 PM i.e. when the short-term (less than two hours) shopping and leisure
trips add on to the long term office bound parking demand. While the capacity of all
formal parking spaces put together is only 5540 ECS, the demand during peak hours
far exceeds this and reaches up to 6621 (ECS). The excess demand is not restricted
for entry and is accommodated on the streets encroaching on to the pedestrian
circulation spaces.

Time of Day
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00

Table 3 Hourly parking accumulation from survey
Duration of stay wise demand (in ECS)
Employees
(>8 hrs)
2-8 hours 1 - 2 hours 0.5- 1hr <30 mins Total
205
96
174
101
32
608
2104
36
128
55
25
2347
3828
38
121
56
22
4065
4625
86
193
91
44
5039
4703
180
458
222
90
5654
4737
223
601
286
117
5964
4770
328
697
362
141
6298
4794
486
700
423
159
6562
4799
430
791
436
164
6621
4730
304
483
276
110
5904
4310
57
113
33
45
4558
2576
184
327
189
63
3340
401
366
949
492
158
2366
68
512
783
483
157
2003
50
254
967
453
150
1873

It is observed that Car and 2-wheeler demand by the employees in the area peak by
11.00 AM and occupy the parking space for the entire day. Even during the peak
hour, they form 81% of the total parking demand. The nominal parking charge in the
area i.e. Rs 5 ($ 0.25) per ECS per hour coupled with the lack of any regulation on
the number of cars and two-wheelers entering the area is likely to encourage more
and more users to shift to private modes, as soon as they can own and can afford the
fuel costs. This needs to be reversed and a pricing mechanism that encourages people
to shift away from cars and two-wheelers needs to be introduced.
3. Parking demand management strategy
As explained above, it is proven that pricing is a key strategy in reducing demand. A
pricing mechanism that reverses the current trend of increasing parking demand and
promoting the usage of public transport modes needs to be implemented in the area.

The implementation of such a pricing mechanism would also need enforcement
measures like restricting the vehicles entering the area beyond the planned capacity.
In the current study, a scenario analysis is presented that evaluates the likely increase
in parking demand in a Business As Usual (BAU) scenario i.e. if no parking related
interventions are made in the area and proposes a pricing strategy that reduces the
demand to a desirable level.
The Master Plan of Delhi (MPD) (DDA, 2014) has targeted 80% of the motorised
trips in the city to be made by public transport and the transport systems in the city to
be designed for these mode shares. Nehru Place currently has only 54% of its trips
made by public transport and needs to design the area as per the master plan targets.
To reach the target, the parking supply to be provided in the study area and the
pricing that leads to reducing the demand reducing to this level is to be worked out.
A disaggregated pricing mechanism that addresses the parking demand generated for
each category of users i.e. short term (less than 2 hours), medium term (2-8 hours)
and long term (more than 8 hours) is proposed.
3.1. Demand projection
The parking survey estimated the parking demand generated by the existing
establishments in the Nehru Place precinct. The upcoming establishments, planned to
be in place by 2021, will attract more visitors to the area. In a Business as Usual
(BAU) scenario, the mode share is also expected to shift towards cars and twowheelers. Based on these assumptions, the following methodology was adopted to
estimate the future parking demand for the area:
 The existing parking demand (in ECS) estimated from the parking survey is
taken as the base case scenario and 2021, the year by which the proposed
establishments will be built is taken as the horizon year
 Parking demand as a function of the built up area i.e. ECS per 100 sq. m. of built
up area is derived
 Based on the Travel Demand Forecasting Study (TDFS) for Delhi (RITES,
2011), the growth rate for car and two-wheeler trips in is taken as 3%.
 Based on the above two criteria, the likely parking demand for the horizon year is
calculated.
Table 4 gives the disaggregated analysis of the projected parking demand of the
Nehru Place precinct area. The peak hour demand in a BAU scenario is estimated to
be 9,530 ECS. The long-term parking demand for the employees entering the area is
disaggregated further into office and retail outlet employees. This is because the
retail employees have separate income and travel characteristics that make them less
likely to shift to public transport. The master plan has identified that limiting parking
space is a key intervention towards reducing car and two-wheeler usage in the city.
Consequently, the Nehru Place precinct is recommended to have a maximum of
5,500 ECS of parking to achieve the targeted 80% public transport mode share.

The total reduction in parking demand needs to be split further to identify the
demand reduction to be achieved for Cars and Two-wheelers separately. A back
casting method for identifying the mode share in such a scenario has been carried out
to identify the demand reduction needed for various modes. The mode-wise demand
reduction is disaggregated further based on the duration of parking to identify the
demand reduction to be achieved in short-term, medium-term and long-term parking.
Table 4 Projected parking demand for horizon year (BAU Scenario)
Duration of stay wise demand (in ECS)
Employees
Time of
(>8 hrs)
Day
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00

Office Retail
2 -8 hrs 1 - 2 hrs 0.5- 1hr <30 mins Total
645
0
301
548
318
102
1914
2983
707
63
224
96
43
4115
5369
848
62
197
91
36
6292
5966
943
128
288
135
66
7526
5966
943
264
673
326
132
8305
5966
943
325
876
417
171
8697
5966
943
475
1010
524
204
9121
5966
943
700
1009
610
229
9456
5966
943
619
1139
628
236
9530
5966
943
444
706
403
160
8622
5966
943
91
182
52
72
6917
3579
566
296
527
305
102
5374
547
155
640
1661
860
277
4140
107
18
941
1439
888
289
3681
94
0
476
1815
851
281
3516

3.2. Area allocation for parking
The base year parking i.e. 6,621 ECS is all at-grade and therefore occupies 14% of
the total precinct area i.e. 48,000 sq. m. If the practice of providing all parking atgrade is continued, the proposed parking for 5,500 ECS in the precinct area will
require up to 40,000 sq. m. of parking space i.e. 12% of the total precinct area. Since
the objective of the study is to reduce the amount of space occupied by parking and
using it for pedestrian circulation, it is proposed that only 500 ECS of parking is
provided at-grade and the rest of the parking is provided through multi-level car
parks (MLCP) located across the precinct area as shown in Figure 5. The 5000 ECS
of parking is distributed across four MLCPs, the locations and areas occupied by
which are shown in the figure.
By implementing such a space allocation strategy for parking, the 5,000 ECS of
parking can be accommodated in 30,000 sq. m. i.e. 8% of the total precinct area.

Therefore, a total of 18,000 sq. m. can be freed up of parking by implementing this
strategy. The area can be used for activities like pedestrian and public transport
circulation, place making, accommodation of hawkers and vendors, which add
vibrancy to the area and make it more people oriented.

Figure 5 Proposed parking locations for the future

3.3. Results for the pricing strategy analysis
The pricing strategy is devised such that the peak hour parking demand reduces to
85% of the 5,500 ECS of parking capacity i.e. 4,700 ECS. This is to ensure the
availability of parking spaces even for the vehicles entering during the peak hour.
Therefore, the pricing should aim to reduce the parking demand from 9530 to 4700
ECS i.e. by 4,800 ECS. Such a pricing mechanism is derived based on findings of the
stated preference data collected as a part of the user-perception survey. Car and Twowheeler users have indicated the price point at which they are likely to shift to public
transport.

Figure 6 Parking demand in the precinct with increasing prices
These prices are compared with the other policy documents of the city and the
parking mechanisms proposed in literature. The pricing strategy for is derived for
various durations of parking i.e. short-term, medium-term and long-term parking.
Also, it is important that a differential pricing strategy is adopted between at-grade
and the multi-level car parks (MLCP). Unless the MLCP is priced cheaper, vehicles
are inclined to park at grade therefore spilling over to the streets, repeating the
existing situation.(CSE, 2012) Hence, the pricing for surface parking in Nehru Place
which was three times more than multi-level car parking charges.
Table 5 gives the pricing proposed for various durations of parking and also for the
differential parking price to be followed for at-grade and multi-level parking. While
the shift away from Cars and Two-wheelers is estimated from the user surveys, the
shift between at-grade and multi-level parking is estimated based on the duration of
parking. Parking in an MLCP is time consuming and the short-term parkers are less
likely to move there. Therefore, the 500 ECS that can be accommodated within the
at-grade parking is used for short-term parking, while the rest the demand is shifted
to MLCP. Effective implementation of such a plan depends on the enforcement of
low-parking space and restricting any unauthorised at-grade parking

Parking
Duration

<30 mins
30- 1hr

1hr - 2 hr

2hr-8hr

>8 hrs
(Office
Employe
es)

>8 hrs
(Retail
Employe
es)

Total

Table 5 Proposed demand and Pricing strategy
Proposed
Shift
from
Supply
existing
Proposed Pricing
Scenario
parking
Base
Deman
Shift
year
d
to
Shift
Demand BAU
OnMLC
Onother to
MLCP
street P
street
mode MLCP
s
164
236
224
5%
95%
Rs 50
Rs 30
436
628
236
360
5%
57%
Rs 50
Rs 30
Rs 30
(first
Rs 50 + hr)+
Rs 75
Rs
791
1139
649
5%
95%
(next 2 15(ne
hrs)
xt
every
hr)
Rs 50 + Rs 30
Rs 75
(first
(next 2 hr)+
hrs) +
Rs
430
619
294
5%
95%
Rs 50
15(ne
(next
xt
every
every
hour)
hr)
Rs 50 + Rs 30
Rs 75
(first
(next 2 hr)+
hrs) +
Rs
4145
5966
2081 65% 35%
Rs 50
15(ne
(next
xt
every
every
hour)
hr)
Rs 50 + Rs 30
Rs 75
(first
(next 2 hr)+
hrs) +
Rs
655
943
943
100%
Rs 50
15(ne
(next
xt
every
every
hour)
hr)
6,621
9,530
460
4,327

Such a pricing strategy will initially arrest the current trend of increasing Car and
Two-wheeler usage. In the long run, if these prices are updated regularly according
to the increasing purchasing power of users, it is expected to induce mode shift of
private mode users towards public transport.
4. Conclusions
The paper presents parking pricing as a countermeasure to induce mode shift from
private modes to public transport, thereby reducing emissions and improving air
quality in the city. It presents a methodology to estimate mode-wise parking demand
in a typical commercial area in Indian cities. Methods to estimate the demand
disaggregated by user groups, their trip purposes and socio-economic characteristics
are discussed. The Business as Usual versus a sustainable transport scenario has been
presented and the pricing strategy that will lead to achieving this strategy is derived.
Parking pricing as a key counter-measure towards reducing private vehicle usage and
increasing public transport usage has been established.
Taking a typical commercial district in New Delhi as a case study, a disaggregated
analysis of the parking demand, the pricing strategy needed to reduce the demand
and methods in allocating the parking space to the reduced demand are presented.
The additional space that can be reclaimed from parking through such measures are
demonstrated which in turn can be used to create a vibrant people friendly
atmosphere within the commercial district. This methodology can be replicated in
other commercial districts within Delhi and also other cities with similar user and
mobility characteristics.
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